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 Finances and Insurance: Assets available to cover unexpected expenditures•Anytime an urgent health crisis
or financial setback can suddenly propel us into unknown territory. As we age group facing an uncertain
future without a plan is similar to taking an “Accidental Safari” Programs: Setting a program through
Medicaid & Medicare• Attorney/Writer Richard C. financial resources and regulations; wills, directives and
powers of lawyer; long-term care services and residential choices; Tizzano, a reliable advocate in Elder
Rules and Crisis Management, manuals us through the jungles of Medicaid, Medicare and health insurance;
and spiritual support systems. Whether you’ Health care: Decision-making under pressure; the need for
having an advocate• Housing: Choices for facility types, and the amounts and costs of treatment•Accidental
Safari: Helpful information for navigating the challenges that come with aging. without a map. Legal:
Necessary documents to protect your resources and empower your advocates• Spiritual: Providing support
and hope for the journeyYou wouldn’re planning the future, helping an elderly loved one, or already
fighting an Accidental Safari, this reserve will prepare you for the trip and keep you moving in the right
direction. With compassionate, often humorous, stories from the thousands of family members he offers
helped, Tizzano shows us obvious pathways that lead to peace of mind in the regions of:•t travel the jungle
without preparation, why face your upcoming without a trusted guidebook?
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AN EXCELLENT GUIDE TO KNOWING WHAT ASSIST YOU TO NEED AS YOU AGE As an expert
in neuro-scientific elder law, I could assure you that book provides all of the details you should know and
the queries you will need to ask as you plan aging or are assisting another who needs help in arranging or
managing the special personal and legal needs that aging poses. Due to your advice, many of the things
which were hard, weren’t nearly as difficult because they would have been without you as a knowledgeable
guide. Great reserve for navigating the aging process from a financial and legal point of view. Especially
important is the thorough protection of Medicaid benefits and the qualification process. We met with
Richard and he is a . Would recommend to anyone at any age group.This is simply not a HOW EXACTLY
TO book, there are no forms or checklist. That is a HOW TO PROCEED book and provides guidance in
selecting an advisor, an elder-law attorney, and finding an agent to manage factors for you personally if
needed. I believe they are personal to the writer and would be better decreased or eliminated, regardless of
how deeply felt.In the event that you or a member of family is trying to navigate the expense of long term
treatment, please read it. Wow, this reserve tells everything. This book prepares you to consider advisors and
lawyers who know what they are performing in this field, an extremely specialized area. End up being
prepared for a vacation you'll probably go on, whether you need to or not Everyone who could easily get old
or sick or knows anyone who all might get old and sick needs to read this. After reading Accidental Safari I
noticed what I thought I knew about planning for the future was just the end of the iceberg. A must read.
Full of knowledge about aging, being a caregiver, how to arrange for your elder years, involvement of
family in your plan, etc. He offers a wealth of details and a roadmap to avoid the pitfalls. I recommend this
book for everyone whether you're a couple just starting out or you're currently enjoying your retirement
years. Strongly Recommended For Seniors And Their Adult Children Accidental Safari is definitely a
treasure chest of answers to questions most of us didn’t even understand to ask.. This publication is also an
invaluable guidebook to help adult kids understand the roles they will play in assisting their parents deal
with a bunch of challenges they will face in their senior years. Highly recommended! Great info This author
is our lawyer. Medicaid could be accessed without having to go broke initial; Drawing on his personal and
professional encounter, Richard did a masterful work of organizing and presenting information to greatly
help seniors plan their personal accidental safaris.. This book rocks !! We met with Richard and he's a
brilliant elder law attorney. I learned quite a bit reading it and can give it as a gift to many of my customers
who turn to me for LTC setting up. Five stars! It gets you prepared to ask the right questions and be sure the
plans you make and the paperwork you sign are just what you need. A good book for estate planning and
elder law Richard Tizzano does a great work of explaining estate planning and elder law. Totally
recommend this. I recommend this book. This book couldn't have been more timely. My close friends ...
This book couldn't have already been more timely. My friends and I are inside our early to mid 50's and we
all have ageing parents that are turning to us with questions, needing guidance, and help. I am
recommending this publication to everyone to help guideline their parents on their current journey and to
begin preparing for our very own. Thank you because of this invaluable book of knowledge & An absolute
must have if you wish to stay ahead of any eventuality. Wonderful book. Full of knowledge about aging
Wonderful book. Richard's book walks you through the items you need to know and what you ought to do to
best prepare for life events. Just a wealth of info everyone needs to know whether you are youthful or
mature. spouses in the home are protected and many family resources could be protected with appropriate
planning, described accurately in this reserve. There is indeed much more in finding your way through aging
and offering my family with the details they need that never also crossed my brain. Wayne (and Phylis)
Sargent Knowledge is capacity to protect Every adult over the age of 40 should browse this... Furthermore,
the book very specifically addresses meeting the expenses of long-term treatment, whether at home or in
very-costly long term-care facilities. We are ready because my son is an Attorney, but this is great for
preparing you as you age, written from clients experiences. compassion. A Planning Checklist for ALL



Seniors True case types of how we can spare ourselves and our family members from undue stress. A Must
Read!My just comment of caution: The book includes a number of religious references that Personally i
think are superfluous to the reserve, no matter how apt or well-intentioned. Great information for
maneuvering through our later years in existence. He uses stories from his years of experience to help
explain how to plan for the future. MUST READ FOR YOUNG AND OLD A must browse for anyone
luckily enough to still have their parents and for parents as they age and encounter their sunset years. Had
excellent information needed by all Every Senior needs this book. Had exceptional info needed by all. Very
well written. Required reading for Every! Richard, this book is exactly the advice you gave me as we faced
our own Accidental Safari when my partner was facing the end of life from kidney failure. Each one of the
topics, from coping with limited physical capability and declining mental skills to making advance programs
for decision making for you personally by others is covered clearly and in suitable depth. Great job my
friend! Great book for navigating growing older from a financial . Great insights in how to be ready for the
possible incident that could switch your life. This book rocks !! Great guy, great here is how to navigate the
"golden" years
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